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Abstract: This paper introduces a probabilistic formulation for the estimation of the spatial distribution of multiseverity casualties due to
earthquakes. The formulation assesses the number, severity, and distribution of injuries in the affected region. The model is an essential
component of resilience formulations of health care systems in a community because it represents the demand on the system. Moreover,
the model extends the performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) framework from single-building analysis to multiple-building
analysis. The paper gives a full description of both the underlying statistical interdependencies among the model’s variables and the extension
of the formulation of the PBEE integral to a regional context with multiple buildings. Thus, the formulation advances current methodologies
that focus only on single casualty types (e.g., Prompt Assessment of Global Earthquakes for Response [PAGER]) or on the mean number of
casualties (e.g., Hazus) rather than their joint probability distribution. Two numerical algorithms are presented in this paper to solve for the
casualty model: one based on traditional forward Monte Carlo and another based on the central limit theorem (CLT). It is shown that the latter
model is highly computationally efficient while providing accurate results. DOI: 10.1061/AJRUA6.0000972. © 2018 American Society of
Civil Engineers.

Introduction

After a destructive earthquake, medical treatment of the affected
population is a first key step for cities to recover from the disaster.
After an earthquake, large numbers of injuries heavily increase the
demand for health care facilities, and damage to hospital facilities
reduces the capacity of the health care system to manage the casu-
alties. Fig. 1 conceptually shows the dynamics of the demand and
capacity of health care before and after earthquakes. The demand
and capacity are relatively steady during the days before the earth-
quake occurrence at time tEQ. Immediately after the earthquake, the
casualties resulting from the disaster generate an increased demand
and put additional strains on the health system. For example, the
2010 Haiti earthquake killed and injured hundreds of thousands,
and the 2008 China earthquake and 1999 Turkey earthquake killed
and injured on the order of tens of thousands (USGS 2015). Treat-
ing these large numbers of casualties in a timely manner would be
a challenging task for any well-functioning hospital system. An
added problem is that damage to the hospital structure, contents,
external and internal lifelines, and personnel health and availability
reduces the capacity of the health care system to treat patients. The
1999 Turkey earthquake, for example, left 10 of the main hospitals
completely nonfunctional for several hours, and it took them

several days to recover water, electricity, and telephone services
(Myrtle et al. 2005).

The increase of the demand and reduction of the capacity
can generate a large health care deficit that will not allow patients
to be treated in a timely or proper manner. This deficit is highly
dynamic after the earthquake because it depends on the recovery
of hospital functionality (Francis and Bekera 2014) and efficiency
of patient treatment. The emergency response (or short-term recov-
ery phase) after the disaster spans from the first hours to a few days
after the disaster and is key for treating severely injured patients and
increasing their likelihood of successful recovery (FEMA 2011);
therefore, policy makers and emergency planners should pay par-
ticular attention to this initial health care deficit immediately after
the earthquake.

This paper presents a probabilistic model for predicting
the number and severity of casualties over the affected geographic
region during the earthquake emergency response. This model is a
robust probabilistic methodology that builds on the performance-
based earthquake engineering (PBEE) framework. The PBEE
framework is tailored for damage and fatality estimation for
single buildings (Deierlein et al. 2003; Liel 2008). The proposed
model extends the PBEE framework from single-building analysis
to the assessment of multiple buildings in order to evaluate the
joint probability distribution of multiseverity casualty occurrence
in a large set of buildings and the corresponding aggregated multi-
severity casualties over an affected region. If only estimates of the
mean number of casualties over the region are needed without
consideration of the uncertainties associated with these estimates,
the PBEE framework can be used to simply sum the expected
number of casualties from each building. This paper, however,
takes into consideration the uncertainties in the casualty estimates
and fully describes the interdependencies of the variables of the
model (i.e., ground motion, damage, and casualty occurrence in
multiple buildings). The model provides a representation of these
interdependencies through a probabilistic directed acyclic graphical
model (Bayesian network). Additionally, the paper develops the
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probabilistic formulation for assessing earthquake casualties in
multiple buildings, and it also shows the resulting equation for
assessing aggregated earthquake casualties in the region. This is an
extension of the integral of the PBEE framework from single-
building analysis to the assessment of multiple buildings in a re-
gion. The model uses three components: (a) a probabilistic module
for estimating correlated ground motion over a region subjected to
an earthquake event; (b) a probabilistic module for forecasting
damage states of buildings over the affected region; and (c) a prob-
abilistic module for prediction of the number and severity of inju-
ries in damaged buildings, aggregated over all buildings affected in
the region. Two numerical algorithms are presented in this paper to
solve for the model formulation: (1) the classical Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation approach, hereafter referred to as Algorithm 1,
and (2) a combination of Monte Carlo simulation and the central
limit theorem (CLT) method, hereafter referred to as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 is shown to be computationally more efficient than
Algorithm 1, and it gives accurate results when working with a suf-
ficiently large number of casualties. An extensive analysis of the
accuracy and efficiency of Algorithm 2 under different conditions
of number of casualties is also provided in this paper.

The contribution of this model lies in (1) the estimation of the
probability distributions of casualties rather than only the expected
number of casualties as in Hazus (FEMA 2015), and (2) the analy-
sis of multiseverity casualties rather than only fatalities, such as in
the Prompt Assessment of Global Earthquakes for Response
(PAGER) (Jaiswal and Wald 2010b). Moreover, the model allows
estimating unique information such as confidence intervals of num-
ber casualties and dependencies of casualty occurrence both over
space (e.g., over different districts) and across multiple casualty
severities. This information can inform cities and communities
in developing more reliable plans targeted to reduce earthquake in-
juries and fatalities. A detailed case study that shows the model’s
outputs is presented in an additional paper (Ceferino et al. 2018).
This case study evaluates the casualties in the city of Lima, Peru,
subjected to a scenario earthquake of Mw 8.8 occurring on the sub-
duction zone off the coast of Lima. The case study describes the
sources of information needed for the analysis, a step-by-step dem-
onstration of the use of both proposed algorithms for evaluating the
casualty model, and the relevance of this model for disaster-
mitigation policies and emergency response planning.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: first, the
paper summarizes the main causes and types of casualties observed
in previous earthquakes and the main existing models for evaluat-
ing earthquake casualties. Second, it describes the details of the

proposed probabilistic model for casualty estimation. Third, it
presents two numerical algorithms for evaluating casualties. The
mathematical proofs that show the validity of these algorithms are
provided in Appendices I and II. Fourth, it compares the numerical
algorithms, stating their strength and limitations. The conclusions
of the paper are presented in the last section.

Earthquake Casualty: Causes and Existing
Predicting Models

Brief Review of Earthquake Epidemiology

Causes of Casualties
There are several key factors that influence the number, type,
and severity of injuries caused by earthquakes. These include
the magnitude of the earthquake and its proximity to the affected
community; the type and vulnerability of infrastructure; occupancy
dynamics, building uses, and time of day of earthquake occurrence;
and age and gender of individuals. Secondary effects of earth-
quakes such as tsunamis, landslides, liquefaction, and fire can
greatly increase the number of casualties in a region. Accounting
for these secondary effects, however, is beyond the scope of the
current paper.

In general, the larger and closer an earthquake is to a populated
area, the greater the number of casualties. Structural characteristics
(e.g., shear wall versus moment frame), structural material
(e.g., adobe versus concrete), and design code enforcement govern
the severity of structural damage, which leads to casualty occur-
rence. Severe injuries often occur due to large structural damage
and partial or total collapse (Durkin 1996; Alexander 1996),
whereas moderate-severity injuries are often caused by moderate
structural damage (Petal 2011; Aroni and Durkin 1985). Fatality
rates are directly related to construction material, structural system,
and failure modes of collapsed buildings (Noh et al. 2017; Jaiswal
and Wald 2010a). Nonstructural components such as heavy parti-
tion walls and particularly hazardous contents can also influence
the casualty rates in buildings (Durkin et al. 1991).

Daytime and nighttime occupancy can vary significantly ac-
cording to the building use (e.g., commercial versus residential)
(Spence and So 2009; Shapira et al. 2015). Different occupancy
levels in buildings influence the resulting number of casualties.
Gender and age characteristics are believed to be important in
assessing casualty occurrence; however, previous studies have been
inconclusive about their degree of influence (Shapira et al. 2015).

Casualty Characteristics
When modeling earthquake casualties, it is important to understand
the severity and types of casualties. Casualties due to earthquakes
have different characteristics in terms of type and severity.
Common injuries are the following: soft-tissue injuries, including
contusions, sprains, and bruises (e.g., Mulvey et al. 2008; Petal
2011; Alexander 1996); lacerations and cuts (e.g., Mulvey et al.
2008; Spence and So 2009; Naghi et al. 2005; Petal 2011; Gu
et al. 2010); fractures (e.g., Bhatti et al. 2008; Naghi et al. 2005;
Mulvey et al. 2008; Spence and So 2009; Petal 2011; Phalkey et al.
2011; Redmond et al. 2011), and crush syndrome (Li et al. 2009;
Naghi et al. 2005; Spence and So 2009; Bhatti et al. 2008; Dolan
et al. 2011; Shapira et al. 2015; Phalkey et al. 2011; Redmond et al.
2011; Mulvey et al. 2008; Nie et al. 2011; Gu et al. 2010). These
injuries occur in many parts of the victims’ bodies such as lower
and upper limbs, pelvis, trunk (some associated with the spine),
head, and neck. The injuries are often caused by blunt force trauma,
crushing trauma, burying, burns, piercing trauma, slipping, and

Fig. 1. Demand and capacity of health care previous to and after an
earthquake.
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falling. Earthquakes also cause psychological problems; however,
more data are needed to understand the severity of these problems
(Salinas et al. 1998).

The severity and treatment of the casualties have a large varia-
tion from earthquake to earthquake. Generally, most casualties are
of minor or moderate severity (Shoaf et al. 1998). The treatment
they receive includes wound cleaning, changing dressings, sutura-
tion, closed reduction, external and internal fixation, antiinfection,
and amputation (e.g., Phalkey et al. 2011; Li and Zheng 2014; Li
et al. 2009; Rathore et al. 2008). Many of these procedures involve
surgery. These procedures are typically applied after a triage pro-
cess that delivers the patient to adequate treatment. The triage pro-
cedure also establishes prioritization of patient treatment according
to the severity of injuries. For example, after the 2008 China earth-
quake, the emergency department (ED) of the West China Hospital
proceeded to categorize patients into needing resuscitation, urgent
treatment, delayed treatment, and minor injuries (Nie et al. 2011).

Existing Predicting Models

Several methods have been developed to estimate casualties after
earthquakes. Current models mainly consider earthquake magnitude
and location, structural vulnerability of buildings, and occupancy
dynamics. The approaches can be classified into building-level
and regional analysis. In all of these models, the ground motion
is considered uncorrelated, a key difference from the approach pre-
sented in this paper.

In the existing regional approach, the mean number of casualties
is primarily evaluated without providing any uncertainty estimates
(NOAA 1972; ATC 1985; FEMA 2015). The analysis is based on
shaking intensities, associated structural damage, and induced
casualties. The induced casualties are estimated using expert elici-
tation and previous data. Three earthquake time scenarios are often
used, commuting, working, and residence staying hours, to account
for the different scenarios of buildings’ occupancy.

The empirical model of PAGER is a regional model that, in ad-
dition to mean number of fatalities, provides the uncertainty asso-
ciated with the fatality estimates in the form of logarithmic standard
deviation (Jaiswal and Wald 2010b). PAGER focuses only on
fatalities and does not provide estimates of the number of injuries.
Shaking intensity estimations and country-specific fatality rates are
used to calculate the fatalities. The fatality rates and uncertainties
are calculated by regressing on country-specific fatality data from
past earthquakes and by expert opinion when such data are not

available. The uncertainties in these rates are very large due to the
limited data. As stated previously, the spatially distributed ground
motion is assumed to be uncorrelated in these approaches even
though it has been amply demonstrated (e.g., Markhvida et al.
2018) that such ground motions are correlated.

At a building scale, Liel proposed and applied a detailed frame-
work to estimate the number of casualties in a building (Liel 2008).
The analysis uses the PBEE approach (Deierlein et al. 2003), and
the casualty estimations (i.e., mean, uncertainties, and distribu-
tions) are based on the building response, collapse volume of the
structure, number of occupants, time of day, and fatality rate of
trapped occupants. Even though the same methodology can be ex-
tended to several buildings in a region, this methodology does not
address the treatment of the spatial dependencies of the casualty
occurrence in a region and the computational challenges that arise
from analyzing multiple buildings.

Framework for Multiseverity Casualty Modeling

In this section, the probabilistic model for evaluation of multisever-
ity casualties following earthquakes is described. First, the flow
diagram of the framework, the sources of information, and an over-
view of three probabilistic modules (i.e., Ground Motion Intensity,
Building Damage, and Population Health State) are presented.
Then, the probabilistic casualty model that combines the three
modules is shown. The dependencies among the variables of each
of these three modules are fully described. Finally, the probabilistic
models for each of the three modules are detailed.

Methodology for Multiseverity Casualty Modeling

This methodology estimates the jump of health service demands
(Fig. 1). The casualties are categorized according to different sever-
ities that lead to varying medical treatment and prioritization levels
during the earthquake emergency response period.

Fig. 2 shows the flow of information and the analysis process of
the framework. The graph displays the probabilistic modules on the
right side and the required information on the left side. The first
probabilistic module is Ground Motion Intensity. This module re-
quires the Earthquake Event (i.e., magnitude, rupture location, and
dimensions) and the Soil Condition [i.e., average shear wave veloc-
ity in the upper on the top 30 m of soil (Vs30)] information. The
second probabilistic module is Building Damage. This module re-
quires the Building Structural Typology information and the results

Fig. 2. Flow diagram of the multiseverity casualty model framework.
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of the Ground Motion Intensity module. The third module is
Population Health State module. This module requires the Building
Occupancy Dynamics information and the results of the Building
Damage module. The following describes the details of each of
these modules and information requirements:
1. The Ground Motion Intensity module evaluates the distribution

of the ground motion at all building sites by coupling a ground
motion probabilistic model and the Earthquake Event and Soil
Condition information. The joint distribution of peak ground
acceleration (PGA) and spectral acceleration [SaðTÞ] at the pre-
dominant period of the structure T in the region is computed.
The uncertainty of the distribution is a result of the record-
to-record variability considering within-event and between-
event effects. The dependencies in the distribution are the result
of spatial correlations of the ground motion intensities and their
correlations for different values of T. Inclusion of these depen-
dencies is key in order to assess the tails of the distributions of
aggregated earthquake consequences. This has been shown for
regional aggregated seismic losses (Markhvida et al. 2017;
Weatherill et al. 2015), and similar relevance is expected for
regional aggregated casualties.
• The Earthquake Event information is the description of the

magnitude and rupture location and dimensions. The event
can be defined according to hazard levels of interest and the
geotectonic and seismic characteristics of the region. For ex-
ample, the scenario event can be a maximum credible earth-
quake (MCE) level that ruptures a large part of a fault and
occurs with a very small probability or an event that occurs
more frequently but with smaller magnitude at a likely loca-
tion, as in the Shakeout analysis of Southern California
(Jones et al. 2008).

• The Soil Condition information is the collection of shear
wave velocities (Vs30) at the building locations. For many
regions in the world, this information can be extracted from
earthquake microzonation maps. When such maps are lack-
ing, empirical relationships between the slope of the terrain
and Vs30 can be used (Allen and Wald 2007).

2. The Building Damage module evaluates the distribution of the
damage states of the buildings in the region by coupling the re-
sults of the Ground Motion Intensity module and a probabilistic
model of the structural damage given the corresponding spectral
acceleration. Fragility functions for each building structural ty-
pology are used to relate building structural damage state to
ground motion intensity [i.e., SaðTÞ or PGA] at the correspond-
ing site.
• The Building Structural Typology information contains data

on the spatial location of buildings and their structural
characteristics such as number of stories or height, structural
system, and construction material. Gathering this informa-
tion, however, can be challenging. There are available cat-
alogs that do not contain sufficient information on the
building locations or contain too-broad structural classifica-
tion of buildings (Jaiswal and Wald 2008). Population data
can be found at fine resolutions, for example, 1 km × 1 km
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory 2013), and thus can be used
in combination with existing catalogs and estimates of oc-
cupants per building type to infer the spatial distribution
of buildings at finer resolutions. Current research projects
aim to improve the resolution of the world building catalogs
using remote sensing and ground surveys (Bevington et al.
2012); therefore, very fine resolutions will be available in the
near future.

3. The Population Health State module evaluates the distribution
of casualties with associated severities. This module couples

the output of the Building Damage module and a probabilistic
model for casualty occurrences conditioned on the buildings’
damage. Rates of occupant injury for different health states
(casualty severities) are used in this module. These rates vary
for different structural typologies. For example, collapse of
heavy unreinforced masonry has larger fatality rates than light
wood because the former is generally heavier and more brittle
(Jaiswal and Wald 2010b).
• The Building Occupancy Dynamics information contains

data of the number of occupants of all buildings during dif-
ferent times (e.g., weekdays, weekends, and holidays; day,
commute, and nighttime). This information is also difficult
to obtain. Three general occupancy scenarios can be used to
represent the variety of casualty occurrence due to earth-
quakes: (1) when most people are at their residences (night-
time), (2) when people are at work or school (working
hours), and (3) when people are commuting between work
and home. Estimates of these scenarios can be found from a
combination of census and zoning maps that reveal the in-
dustrial, commercial, and residential areas in cities and ra-
tios of occupancy per building use at different times (FEMA
2015). Researchers are developing more reliable methods to
estimate urban mobility by tracking GPS from mobile
phones (Sudo et al. 2016; Yabe et al. 2016). Therefore,
more reliable information will also be available in the near
future.

Probabilistic Model for Multiseverity Casualty
Assessment

This subsection describes the casualty probabilistic model by
showing (1) the variable notation used in the model, (2) the steps
to estimate the distribution of multiseverity casualties aggregated
over the region, and (3) the dependencies among all the variables
of each of the probabilistic modules. The “Notation” section at the
end of the paper shows the list of variables of the model.

The health states in the methodology are divided into NHS cat-
egories. For example, if the Hazus (FEMA 2015) health state cat-
egories were adopted, NHS would equal 5 (i.e., 4 casualty severities
plus 1 noncasualty state), and the states would be: noninjured;
Casualty Severity 1: whose treatment does not require hospitali-
zation; Casualty Severity 2: whose treatment requires hospitali-
zation, but the injuries are not life-threatening in the short term;
Casualty Severity 3: whose treatment requires immediate hospitali-
zation because injuries are life-threatening in the short term; and
Fatality. This classification is consistent with both the casualty
profiles and the classification during a triage assessment after
earthquakes. This methodology is flexible, though, to adopt finer
categorization of health states. These health states are considered
mutually exclusive events; therefore, each person can have just one
health state immediately after the earthquake.

The objective is to quantify the joint distribution of the vector
IT , the number of people in each health state category over the
region. This vector is shown in Eq. (1)

Health states in regionjEarthquake scenario

¼ IT ¼

2
66666664

Inoninjured

Iseverity 1

Iseverity 2

Iseverity 3

Ifatality

3
77777775
NHS×1

ð1Þ
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It can be seen that IT has dimensions NHS × 1. Eq. (1) shows
the entries for the Hazus health state set: {hs1 ¼ noninjured,
hs2 ¼ severity1, hs3 ¼ severity2, hs4 ¼ severity 3, hs5 ¼ fatality}.
In this methodology, the casualties in the region are the sum of
the casualties occurring in each building. Eq. (2) shows the vector
Ij;k representing the casualties for a building j, k (the jth building
of the kth structural typology) and its entries for the Hazus health
state categories

Health states in building j; kjEarthquake scenario

¼ Ij;k ¼

2
66666664

Inoninjured;ðj;kÞ
Iseverity 1;ðj;kÞ
Iseverity 2;ðj;kÞ
Iseverity 3;ðj;kÞ
Ifatality;ðj;kÞ

3
77777775
NHS×1

ð2Þ

Each entry represents the number of occupants in each health
state category in the building j, k so that it also has dimensions
NHS × 1. Therefore, IT can be calculated as the sum of casualties
in all buildings as in Eq. (3). The sum is over all the Nk buildings of
the kth structural typology and over the total number of structural
typologies Ntyp in the region

IT ¼
XNtyp

k¼1

XNk

j¼1

Ij;k ð3Þ

A matrix I of dimensions NHS × NT is defined, where NT is the
total number of buildings in the region; its entries contain the num-
ber of occupants in each health state category in each building. Dif-
ferent columns represent different buildings, and different rows
represent different health states. Then, it can be seen that the vectors
Ij;k are the columns of I [Eq. (4)]. Therefore, IT is the sum of all
the columns of the matrix I

I ¼ ½ · · · Ij;k · · · �NHS×NT
ð4Þ

Assessing the joint distribution of IT requires first the assess-
ment of the distribution of the casualty matrix I. In order to do so,
let DS be the building damage vector and Sa the ground motion
intensity vector. Both vectors have dimensions 1 × NT and
their entries are the damage state and spectral acceleration of
each of the buildings in the region, as seen in Eqs. (5a) and (5b),
respectively

DS ¼ ½ · · · ;DSj;k; · · · �1×NT
ð5aÞ

Sa ¼ ½ · · · ; Saj;k; · · · �1×NT
ð5bÞ

Then distribution of the casualty matrix I can be obtained by
marginalizing the joint probability distribution of I, DS, Sa over
DS, Sa, as shown in Eq. (6a)

P½I� ¼ · · ·
Z ∞
Saj;k¼0

· · ·|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
NT integrals

· · ·
XdsNDS

DSj;k¼ds1

· · ·

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
NT summations

P½I;DS;Sa� · · · dSaj;k · · ·|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
NT differentials

ð6aÞ

P½I� ¼
Z
Sa

X
DS

P½I;DS;Sa�dSa ð6bÞ

The marginalization in Eq. (6a) is done for all buildings over the
spectral acceleration domain (this is for an acceleration equal to 0 to
∞ or to a likely maximum value) and over all NDS possible
damage states for all buildings. For example, if the Hazus
damage state categories are used, NDS would equal 6 (i.e., 1 non-
damage category, 3 noncomplete damage categories, and 2 com-
plete damage categories), and the set of possible damage states
would be: {ds1 ¼ Nondamaged, ds2 ¼ Slight, ds3 ¼ Moderate,
ds4 ¼ Extensive, ds5 ¼ Complete without collapse, ds6 ¼
Complete with collapse}. These damage states are considered mu-
tually exclusive, so a building can be in just one category after the
earthquake. Therefore, the marginalization over the discrete values
of the damage states is done through a summation over each of the
damage states from the set. A simplified notation of this multivari-
ate marginalization is shown in Eq. (6b).

Using the marginalization of Eq. (6b), the joint probability dis-
tribution of the matrix I can be evaluated. Now, the probability
distribution of the vector IT, which is the sum of all columns of
matrix I [Eq. (3)], can be found by applying the following margin-
alizing technique. First, let the matrix I− be of dimensions NHS ×
ðNT − 1Þ and have all elements of the matrix I except for the first
column I1;1. Therefore, I can be rewritten as in Eq. (7), where I1;1
has been replaced with IT minus the sum of all elements of the
matrix I− according to Eq. (3)

I ¼
�
IT −XNtyp

k¼1

XNk

j¼2; for k¼1;
j¼1; otherwise

Ij;k

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
I1;1

; I−
�

ð7Þ

Then, I is a function of all the elements of IT and I−. Therefore,
the joint distribution of IT can be found by marginalizing over all
elements of I− (i.e., these are all health states in all buildings except
for building 1,1) from the joint distribution of I. The marginaliza-
tion is performed over all possible values of all entries of I−. For
example, if the Hazus health categories are considered, five sum-
mations would have to be performed NT − 1 times, as shown in
Eq. (8a). A general simplified notation of this marginalization is
given in Eq. (8b)

P½IT �¼
Xn2;1

Ihs1 ;ð2;1Þ¼0

···
Xn2;1

IhsNHS
;ð2;1Þ¼0|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

NHShealth state categories per building

···

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
NT−1buildings

P

�
IT−

XNtyp

k¼1

XNk

j¼2; for k¼1;
j¼1;otherwise

Ij;k;I−
�

ð8aÞ

P½IT � ¼
X
I−

P

�
IT −XNtyp

k¼1

XNk

j¼2; for k¼1;
j¼1; otherwise

Ij;k; I−
�

ð8bÞ

By using the relationship between I and I− in Eq. (7), the sum-
mands in Eq. (8b) can be estimated from the result of the margin-
alization in Eq. (6b). The final expression to compute P½IT � is
shown in Eq. (9)

P½IT � ¼
X
I−

Z
Sa

X
DS

P

�
IT −XNtyp

k¼1

XNk

j¼2; for k¼1;
j¼1;otherwise

Ij;k; I−

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
I

;DS;Sa

�
dSa

ð9Þ
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This means that once P½I;DS;Sa� is estimated, then P½IT � can
be found through the complex marginalization procedure shown in
Eq. (9). The remainder of the subsection describes the model for
evaluating P½I;DS;Sa�.

As mentioned previously, the model is divided into three prob-
abilistic modules: Ground Motion Intensity, Building Damage,
and Population Health State. Fig. 3 shows the interdependencies
among the variables within and between modules. Though
this figure shows the building variables in sequential order, the
buildings can be assessed in any order in this model. Given that
probabilistic directed acyclic graphical models (Bayesian net-
works) provide full details of a set of random variables and their
conditional dependencies, a Bayesian network was used in Fig. 3
to show the interdependencies of the variables in this model. Baye-
sian networks have been used in earthquake engineering, structural
reliability, and risk assessment (e.g., Bensi et al. 2011; Straub and
Der Kiureghian 2010) for analyses that involve a large number of
variables, as in this model. Though neither advanced Bayesian net-
work learning nor inference algorithms (Koller and Friedman
2009) are used in this paper, the Bayesian network is used to
(1) show the key interdependencies of the model in order to con-
struct the likelihood function of P½I;DS;Sa� and (2) provide basis
for the numerical methods that are shown in the next section. The
third column of Fig. 3 describes the key interdependencies of the
model. These are (1) all the spectral accelerations at all building
sites are modeled as dependent among each other, (2) the damage
state of a building given the spectral acceleration at the site is
conditionally independent of all other spectral accelerations and
damage states, and (3) the casualty occurrence vector within a
building conditioned on the building damage state is conditionally
independent of the damage state and casualty occurrence of other
buildings. The model presented herein is an extension of the PBEE
framework for single-building assessment (i.e., if this model were
applied to only one building, it would be equivalent to the PBEE
approach) to the assessment of a portfolio of buildings spread over
a geographic region. The fourth column of Fig. 3 shows the joint
probability distributions for each module of the model according to
the conditional independencies of the model. The numbers in
parentheses represent the equation number. This will be explained
in the remainder of this subsection.

According to the interdependencies of the model shown in
Fig. 3, P½I;DS;Sa� can be assessed sequentially as in Eq. (10a).
This holds because it is assumed that I given DS is independent
from Sa (i.e., this is analogous to the assumptions in the PBEE
equation for single buildings). Additionally, because the building
damage given the spectral acceleration at its site is conditionally
independent of the acceleration and damage in other buildings
(see second row of Fig. 3), the joint probability P½DSjSa� can
be estimated as the product of the probabilities of damage given
spectral acceleration of all buildings as in Eq. (10b). Similarly, be-
cause the casualty occurrence within a building conditioned on the
building damage is independent of the casualties and damage in
other buildings (see third row of Fig. 3), then the joint probability
P½IjDS� can be estimated as the product of the probability of casu-
alty given damage of all buildings as in Eq. (10c)

P½I;DS;Sa� ¼ P½IjDS�P½DSjSa�P½Sa� ð10aÞ

P½DSjSa� ¼
YN typ

k¼1

YNk

j¼1

P½DSj;kjSaj;k� ð10bÞ

P½IjDS� ¼
YNtyp

k¼1

YNk

j¼1

P½Ij;kjDSj;k� ð10cÞ

The following subsections detail the models to find the terms in
Eq. (10). P½Sa� is evaluated in the Ground Motion Intensity mod-
ule, P½DSjSa� in the Building Damage module, and P½IjDS� in the
Population Health State module. Once these terms are found, then
P½I;DS;Sa� can be evaluated and used in Eq. (9) in order to find
P½IT �. A short case study of the model is presented in Ceferino et al.
(2017) and the full application and implementation of this model is
presented in Ceferino et al. (2018). The latter shows the process for
evaluating P½Sa�, P½DSjSa�, and P½IjDS� in a casualty estimation
study for the city of Lima, Peru, subjected to a scenario earthquake
of Mw 8.8 occurring on the subduction zone off the coast of the
city. Data and parameters for Lima were used to sample Monte
Carlo realizations of P½Sa� (Ground Motion Intensity module),
P½DSjSa� (Building Damage module), and P½IjDS� (Population
Health State module), which are further explained next. An

Fig. 3. Representation and description of the conditional independencies of the variables of the model through a Bayesian network.
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illustration of such realizations is shown in Fig. 4, which
maps the realizations to a base layer of Lima (OpenStreetMap
Contributors 2017).

Ground Motion Intensity Module
In this module, the probability of ground motion intensity P½Sa� is
calculated. Conclusions from data on ground motion indicate that
the joint distribution of Sa follows a multivariate lognormal as in
Eq. (11) (Jayaram and Baker 2008)

Sa ∼ lnNðμlnSa;ΣlnSaÞ ð11Þ

This model takes into account the within and between-event
record-to-record variability and the spatial dependencies within
and across structural periods. The logarithmic mean and logarith-
mic covariance matrix are defined as μlnSa and ΣlnSa, respectively.
The mean μlnSa has dimensions 1 × NT , whereas ΣlnSa has dimen-
sions NT × NT . The elements of μlnSa and the diagonals of
ΣlnSa (i.e., logarithmic variances) can be found from different
ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) (Zhao et al. 2006;
Campbell and Bozorgnia 2014; Idriss 2014). Current ground mo-
tion models determine the logarithmic mean and variance of the
spectral acceleration at a site using many parameters. Eqs. (12a)
and (12b) show general formulations for these two values at the
site of the building j, k as a function of the earthquake magnitude
Mw, the distance from the building to the earthquake rupture Rj;k,
the soil conditions at the building location Vs30j;k, and the period
of the structural typology Tk

μlnSaðj;kÞ ¼ f1ðMw;Rj;k;Vs30j;k;TkÞ ð12aÞ

σ2
lnSaðj;kÞ ¼ f2ðMw;Rj;k;Vs30j;k;TkÞ ð12bÞ

The other elements of the logarithmic covariance matrix ΣlnSa
can be calculated with models dealing with dependencies of ground
motions within and between different earthquake events (Goda and
Hong 2008; Goda and Atkinson 2009; Markhvida et al. 2018).
Fig. 4(a) illustrates an outcome of the Ground Motion Intensity

module. This graph shows a realization of the PGA distribution
in Lima city resulting from an 8.8 Mw earthquake.

Building Damage Module
In this module, P½DSjSa� is calculated using Eq. (10b). The value
of P½DSj;kjSaj;k� is modeled as a multinomial distribution with one
trial because different damage states represent mutually exclusive
events for each individual building. This means that the building
damage state cannot be represented with more than one damage
state at the same time. Eqs. (13a) and (13b) show this distribution
for the building j, k

DSj;kjSaj;k ∼Multinomialðpj;k; 1Þ ð13aÞ

pj;k ¼ ½pds1;ðj;kÞ;pds2;ðj;kÞ; : : : ;pdsNDS
;ðj;kÞ� ð13bÞ

The elements of the vector pj;k are the probabilities that the
building j, k is in each category of the damage state set:
fpds1;ðj;kÞ;pds2;ðj;kÞ; : : : ;pdsNDS

;ðj;kÞg. These probabilities are condi-
tional on the spectral acceleration Saðj;kÞ that the building j, k
undergoes, and can be estimated using fragility functions for each
structural typology. Fragility functions have the form of lognormal
cumulative distributions and relate an spectral acceleration Saj;k at
the period building typology Tk to a probability that the building j,
k will equal or exceed a damage state dsu. Two parameters define a
fragility function for the structural typology k, μdsu;k and σdsu;k.
Eqs. (14a)–(14c) show how these parameters are used to find
the elements of the vector pj;k

pds1;ðj;kÞ ¼ 1 − Φ½ðlnðSaj;kÞ − μds2;kÞ=σds2;k� ð14aÞ

pdsNDS
;ðj;kÞ ¼ Φ½ðlnðSaj;kÞ − μdsNDS

;kÞ=σdsNDS
;k� ð14bÞ

pdsu;ðj;kÞ ¼ Φ½ðlnðSaj;kÞ − μdsuþ1;kÞ=σdsuþ1;k�
− Φ½ðlnðSaj;kÞ − μdsu ;kÞ=σdsu ;k� ð14cÞ

The value ds1 is associated with a nondamage condition; there-
fore, pds1;ðj;kÞ is found as the probability of not exceeding the

Fig. 4. Sample realization for each probabilistic module: (a) ground motion intensity; (b) building damage; and (c) population health state. (Map data
© OpenStreetMap contributors.)
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minimum level of damage of the building ds2, as in Eq. (14a).
The value dsNDS

is associated with the most severe damage state
(e.g., structural collapse) and therefore this damage state cannot
be exceeded. Then, pdsNDS

;ðj;kÞ can be calculated as in Eq. (14b).
The probabilities of being in other damage states can be found
as in Eq. (14c). Here, Φ½·� is a cumulative standard normal distri-
bution function. All the parameters μdsu;k and σdsu ;k are needed for
damage states from ds2 to dsNHS

for all structural typologies over
the region. The sum of all elements of pj;k adds up to 1 as in
Eq. (15) XNDS

u¼1

pdsu;ðj;kÞ ¼ 1 ð15Þ

Fig. 4(b) illustrates an outcome of the Building Damage mod-
ule. This graph shows a realization of the collapsed 3-story non-
ductile confined masonry buildings (aggregated over km2).

Population Health State Module
In this module, P½IjDS� is calculated using Eq. (10c), and
P½Ij;kjDSj;k� is modeled as a multinomial distribution because dif-
ferent health states represent mutually exclusive events. This means
that a person cannot be categorized into more than one severity at
the same time. If a person has multiple injuries with different sever-
ities, the individual is assigned the largest severity. The multinomial
distribution, shown in Eq. (16a), has nj;k trials because this is the
number of occupants in the building at the time of the earthquake

Ij;kjDSj;k ¼ dsu ∼Multinomialðrdsu;k; nj;kÞ ð16aÞ

rdsu;k ¼ ½rhs1;ðdsu ;kÞ; : : : ; rhsNHS
;ðdsu ;kÞ� ð16bÞ

The elements of the vector rds;k represent the probabilities
that each occupant is in each different health state category given
that the building has the damage state category dsu: frhs1;ðdsu ;kÞ;
rhs2;ðdsu;kÞ; : : : ; rhsNHS

;ðdsu;kÞg. The vector rdsu;k depends on the
building’s damage state dsu and structural typology k because
larger damage states and heavy and brittle structures increase
the casualty rates. Therefore, rdsu;k is needed per each damage state
per each typology. The sum of the probabilities across all health
states adds up to 1, as in Eq. (17a), and the sum of the number
of occupants with different health states adds up to the total number
of occupants in the building, as in Eq. (17b)

XNHS

w¼1

rhsw;ðdsu;kÞ ¼ 1 ð17aÞ

XNHS

w¼1

Ihsw;ðj;kÞ ¼ nj;k ð17bÞ

Fig. 4(c) illustrates an outcome of the Population Health State
module. This graph shows a realization of the numbers of fatalities
(aggregated over km2) that occur over the city.

Finally, the probability distributions of the Ground Motion
Intensity module [Eq. (11)], the Building Damage module

[Eq. (13)], and the Population Health State module [Eq. (16)]
can be replaced in Eq. (10) to obtain P½I;DS;Sa�, and then, this
expression can be marginalized as in Eq. (9) to finally obtain the
joint probability of IT .

Numerical Evaluation of the Casualty Model

The previous subsection described the process to obtain the joint
probability distribution of the health states in the region IT . How-
ever, the marginalization strategy for estimating P½IT � shown in
Eq. (9) cannot be done analytically given the complexity of the
probability distribution functions. Interpolation or quadrature-
based integration methods can solve this integral when the analysis
entails a few buildings. However, as the number of buildings in the
analysis increases, interpolation or quadrature-based integration
methods are not able to solve for the integral due to the high di-
mensionality of the problem (i.e., curse of dimensionality). In order
to address this, two techniques are proposed to evaluate the integral
in Eq. (9). The first one is based on traditional forward Monte Carlo
(Algorithm 1), and the second is based on a combination of Monte
Carlo and the central limit theorem (Algorithm 2). The following
sections describe these techniques.

Forward Monte Carlo

A simple Monte Carlo technique can be used to solve the integral in
Eq. (9). This equation can be rewritten into Eq. (18) by changing the
order of summation of I−. Following this integration sequence and
the conditional independences of this model (Fig. 3), Algorithm 1,
based on Monte Carlo forward sampling (Koller and Friedman
2009), is presented to obtain Nreal realizations of IT . For each reali-

zation m, the ground motion cSa½m� in the region is first sampled in
line 3. Techniques to sample Sa can be found in Loth and Baker
(2013) and Goda and Hong (2008). However, this sampling process
has challenges for regional analyses due to high dimensionality and
the dependencies of the regional spectral accelerations. An im-
proved methodology based on principal component analysis
(PCA) can be found in Markhvida et al. (2018). Second, the ele-

ments of cDS½m� (i.e., damage states in each building) are sampled

independently of each other conditioned on cSa½m� in line 6.
DSj;kjSaj;k comes from a multinomial distribution, the extension
of the Bernoulli distribution, to account for as many categories
as possible damage states. Sampling from a multinomial is easy
and quick. Third, the columns of Î½m� (i.e., casualty vectors in each
building cIj;k½m�) are sampled independently of each other condi-

tioned on cDS½m� in line 7. The value of Ij;kjDSj;k comes from a
multinomial distribution with nj;k trials (i.e., number of occupants).

Finally, cIT ½m� is estimated by aggregating all casualty vectors of
each building. The Nreal realizations of IT allow computation of
the estimators of the casualty mean μ̄IT , covariance Σ̄IT , and joint
probability P̄½IT � as in Eqs. (19a), (19b), and (19c), respectively

P½IT � ¼
Z
Sa

X
DS

X
I−

P

�
IT − XNtyp

k¼1

XNk

j¼2; for k¼1;
j¼1; otherwise

Ij;k; I−jDS
�

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
P½IT jDS�

P½DSjSa�P½Sa�dSa ð18Þ
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Algorithm 1. Simple Monte Carlo for P½IT �
1: Procedure Aggregated Casualties For Scenario (Mw,Loc).
2: for each m in f1; 2; : : : ;Nrealg do
3: Sample cSa½m� from distribution in Eq. (11).
4: for k in f1; 2; : : : ;Ntypg do
5: for j in f1; 2; : : : ;Nkg do
6: Sample dDSj;k½m� from P½DSj;kjSaj;k ¼ dSaj;k½m��

[Eq. (13)].
7: Sample cIj;k½m� from P½Ij;kjDSj;k ¼ dDSj;k½m��

[Eq. (16)].
8: end for
9: end for
10: Calculate cIT ½m� according to Eq. (3).
11: end for
12: Estimate μ̄IT , Σ̄IT , or P̄½IT � according to Eqs. (19a), (19b),

or (19c), respectively.
13: end procedure

μ̄IT ¼ 1

Nreal

XNreal

m¼1

cIT ½m� ð19aÞ

Σ̄IT ¼ 1

Nreal − 1

XNreal

m¼1

ðcIT ½m� − μ̄IT ÞðcIT ½m� − μ̄IT ÞT ð19bÞ

P̄½IT � ¼
1

Nreal

XNreal

m¼1

1fIT ¼ cIT ½m�g ð19cÞ

This procedure is tailored to estimate means, variances of the
multiseverity casualties, and correlation across different health
states (e.g., ĪT) in the whole region of analysis. However, a slight
extension to this algorithm enables us to estimate means, variances,
and covariances within different communities in the region and
casualty covariances across these communities. The latter are par-
ticularly important to analyze the spatial dependency of casualty
occurrence.

In order to analyze the mean, covariance, and distribution of the
number of casualties IT1 within a community in the region, the
samples IT1½m� can be calculated from the samples in line 10
by aggregating only the casualties that occur in the buildings within
the community of interest. Analogous equations to Eqs. (19a),
(19b), and (19c) can be used to calculate the estimators of the mean
μ̄IT1 , covariance Σ̄IT1 , and probability distribution P̄½IT1� of casu-
alties within the community.

In order to analyze the covariance of the casualties across
two different communities, where the casualties within them
are represented as IT1 and IT2, samples cIT1½m� and cIT2½m� have
to be estimated by aggregating over the casualty occurrences
within the corresponding communities. Then, the estimator
of the covariance matrix among the casualties in both commun-
ities Σ̄IT1;IT2 can be calculated using Eq. (20). Notice that
Σ̄IT1;IT2 has dimensions (2NHS × 2NHS), and that the within and
between-community casualty covariances will be included in
the matrix

Σ̄IT1;IT2 ¼
1

Nreal − 1

XNreal

m¼1

�� cIT1½m�cIT2½m�

�
−
� μ̄IT1

μ̄IT2

��
�� cIT1½m�cIT2½m�

�
−
� μ̄IT1

μ̄IT2

��T

ð20Þ

Monte Carlo and Central Limit Theorem

The central limit theorem can be used to make the numerical in-
tegration of Eq. (9) more efficient. Eq. (18) can be rewritten as
in Eq. (21). Appendix I shows that P½IT jSa� converges to a multi-
variate normal distribution [Eq. (22)] when the number of casu-
alties is large enough. The domain of the normal distribution is
over all real numbers, but casualties are represented by positive in-
teger numbers. Therefore, a discretization of the domain of the nor-
mal distribution is needed to represent a domain compatible with
the number of casualties; this will be further explained later. The
expressions for the mean μIT jSa and covariance matrix ΣIT jSa are
derived in the Appendix II. Algorithm 2 shows the procedure
for evaluating P½IT � taking advantage of CLT. In line 3, cSa½m�
is sampled using the same technique as in Algorithm 1. The values
of μ

IT jSa¼bSa½m� and Σ
IT jSa¼bSa½m� can be quickly computed in line 4

using the derivations in Appendix II. Because IT is a vector with
only NHS variables, P½IT jSa� can be easily and quickly obtained
using the multivariate normal approximation (line 5). The casualty
mean and covariance estimators μ̄IT and ΣIT can be calculated us-
ing Eqs. (23a) and (23b). The mean and covariance estimations are
based on the law of total mean and covariance, not on CLT; there-
fore, they work for any number of casualties. The casualty prob-
ability estimator P̄½IT � can be calculated using Eq. (23c). This
probability formulation depends on CLT; therefore, it works for
a sufficiently large number of casualties. The next section explores
how large the number of casualties should be for CLT to work

P½IT � ¼
Z
Sa

X
DS

P½IT jDS�P½DSjSa�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
P½IT jSa�

P½Sa�dSa ð21Þ

IT jSa ∼ NðμIT jSa;ΣIT jSa
Þ ð22Þ

Algorithm 2. Approximated integration of P½IT � using CLT
1: Procedure Aggregated Casualties For Scenario with CLT Mw,

Loc.
2: for each m in f1; 2; : : : ;Nrealg do
3: Sample cSa½m� from distribution in Eq. (11).
4: Calculate μ

IT jSa¼bSa½m� and Σ
IT jSa¼bSa½m� according to

Eqs. (32c) and (34c).
5: Calculate P½IT jSa ¼ cSa½m�� according to Eq. (22).
6: end for
7: Calculate the estimators μ̄IT , Σ̄IT , and P̄½IT � by using

Eqs. (23a), (23b), and (23c), respectively.
8: end procedure

μ̄IT ¼ 1

Nreal

XNreal

m¼1

μ
IT jSa¼bSa½m� ð23aÞ

Σ̄IT ¼ 1

Nreal

XNreal

m¼1

Σ
IT jSa¼bSa½m�

þ 1

Nreal

XNreal

m¼1

ðμ
IT jSa¼bSa½m� − μ̄IT ÞðμIT jSa¼bSa½m� − μ̄IT ÞT

ð23bÞ

P̄½IT � ¼
1

Nreal

XNreal

m¼1

P½IT jSa ¼ cSa½m�� ð23cÞ
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The procedure to estimate the means, covariances, and proba-
bility distribution of casualties IT1 within a community of the re-
gion is similar to in Algorithm 1. Casualty means and covariances,
μ
IT1jSa¼bSa½m� and Σ

IT2jSa¼bSa½m�, need to be calculated using

Eqs. (32c) and (34c), but just adding over the buildings that are
within the community of interest. Then, μ̄IT1 , Σ̄IT1 , and P̄½IT1�
can be estimated with an analogous process to μ̄IT , Σ̄IT , and
P̄½IT �, respectively. The covariance matrix among the multiseverity
casualties of two communities Σ̄IT1;IT2 can be calculated using
Eq. (24). This equation comes from the law of total covariance
[analogous to Eq. (23b)]. The first term of the sum has 0-value ma-
trices in the off-diagonal blocks because, according to the model,
the casualties in two sites (or communities) are independent con-
ditioned on the ground motion

Σ̄IT1;IT2 ¼
1

Nreal

XNreal

m¼1

�Σ
IT1jSa¼bSa½m� 0

0 Σ
IT2jSa¼bSa½m�

�

þ 1

Nreal

XNreal

m¼1

��μ
IT1jSa¼bSa½m�

μ
IT2jSa¼bSa½m�

�
−
� μ̄IT1

μ̄IT2

��
��μ

IT1jSa¼bSa½m�
μ
IT2jSa¼bSa½m�

�
−
� μ̄IT1

μ̄IT2

��T

ð24Þ

Comparison of Numerical Methods

Algorithm 1 works for any number of casualty occurrences but
is computationally demanding. Algorithm 2 is computationally
efficient but requires a sufficiently large number of casualty occur-
rences to be applied. In this section, a comparison of Algorithm 1
and 2 is presented. This comparison is done using the results
obtained from the case study of this model (Ceferino et al.
2018). This case study estimates the joint distribution of multise-
verity casualty occurrence in Lima city caused by an earthquake
event of magnitude 8.8. Lima city has nearly 10 million people
and is divided into 49 districts. The results give the number of
casualties for five health states as defined in Hazus (FEMA
2015): noninjured; injured with severities 1–3; and fatality. The
following describes the accuracy (i.e., which is a sufficiently large
number of casualties needed for CLT to work) and the computa-
tional efficiency of Algorithm 2 with respect to 1.

Accuracy

The analysis in Ceferino et al. (2018) shows that the number of
both casualties with Severity 3 and fatalities have smaller numbers
than the other health state categories. Therefore, the accuracy of
Algorithm 2 (i.e., applicability of CLT) was verified for the “injury
with Severity 3” and “fatality” health states because CLT is ex-
pected to work better for larger numbers of casualties.

In order to verify the accuracy of Algorithm 2 (i.e., the number
of casualties is large enough for CLT to hold), it has to be shown
that IT jSa follows a normal distribution. In order to test CLT under
different numbers of casualties for different ground motions and
building stocks, the casualty distributions in each of the 49 districts
of Lima were assessed. The validity of CLT to represent the dis-
tribution of IT jSa is done for Sa fixed to the value of the median
ground motion Sa in the region. The median ground motions varied
in each district according to the district distance to the epicenter and
the districts’ soil conditions. Additionally, the building vulnerabil-
ity and casualty probabilities and affected population also changed
in each district according to the districts’ building stock and build-
ings’ occupancy levels at the time of the scenario.

Results from Algorithm 1 are obtained by sampling 100, 1,000,
and 10,000 realizations of IT conditioned on Sa being equal to the
median Sa. This is done by following the described sampling pro-
cedure but assigning Sa to all the Nreal realizations of Sa. Results
from Algorithm 2 are obtained by finding μIT jSa and ΣIT jSa of the

casualty distribution for Sa ¼ Sa and using a multivariate normal
distribution as described in the algorithm. The following compares
estimates of P½IT jSa� from Algorithms 1 and 2 and explores
regional indicators that can reveal whether Algorithm 2 gives valid
results. These indicators are (1) the mean number of casualties over
a region and (2) the two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test.

Mean Number of Casualties
The results indicated that the San Juan de Lurigancho district had
the largest mean number of casualties. For Severity 3, the mean
number of casualties was 504. Fig. 5 shows that the joint proba-
bility distribution of the number of casualties with Severity 3
and fatalities converges to the results of Algorithm 2. The black
dots are different realizations of Algorithm 1. A Gaussian PDF
kernel estimator was used to estimate the empirical PDF resulting
from the black dots, treating the number of casualties as continuous
random variables. The black contours in the graph represent the
PDF found with Algorithm 2. It can be seen that as the number

Fig. 5.Comparison of Algorithms 1 and 2: joint distribution of casualties with Severity 3 and fatalities in San Juan de Lurigancho district. Algorithm 2
in black contours. Algorithm 1 in black dots (realizations) and shaded (estimated PDF) with different number of realizations: (a) 100; (b) 1,000; and
(c) 10,000.
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of realizations of Algorithm 1 increases, the estimated PDF con-
verges to the PDF of Algorithm 2. When 10,000 samples are an-
alyzed, Algorithm 1 produces an almost identical distribution to
that of Algorithm 2. Fig. 6(a) shows the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the number of casualties with Severity 3 ob-
tained using the same realizations. The normal distribution of Al-
gorithm 2 was discretized and converted to the integer-number
domain so that it could be compared with the empirical distribution
of the number of casualties resulting from Algorithm 1. For exam-
ple, the probability that the number of casualties equals a certain
integer i was estimated as the probability of being between i − 0.5
and iþ 0.5 in the normal distribution. From the plot, it can be seen
that as the number of realizations of Algorithm 1 increases, the em-
pirical CDF converges to the discretized CDF resulting from Algo-
rithm 2. Because the difference between both CDFs is negligible
from a practical viewpoint (less than 10−3), it can be stated that
Algorithm 2 gives valid and accurate results in the San Juan de
Lurigancho district.

On the other hand, the results indicated that the Santa Maria
del Mar district had the smallest mean number of casualties.
For Severity 3, the mean number of casualties was 0.5. Fig. 6(b)
shows the resulting CDFs of casualties with Severity 3 in this dis-
trict. It can be seen that there is a high probability that the number
of casualties will be less than 3. This prevents CLT from working
properly because the number of casualties is not sufficiently large.
The CDF estimated from Algorithm 2 shows that the casualties
have a significant probability of being negative, which is contra-
dictory to any realization of number of casualties (i.e., numbers
of casualties can only be nonnegative integers). This occurs be-
cause the domain of the normal distribution (which is the basis
of Algorithm 2) falls over all real numbers, and the number of

casualties is not large enough. Therefore, it can be concluded that
in the Santa Maria del Mar district, Algorithm 2 distribution sig-
nificantly departs from the “true” casualty distribution found using
Algorithm 1 because it results in a significant probability of
negative numbers, and the CDF can differ for more than
2 × 10−1 from the “real” CDF.

The other districts had results that fell between the previous two
cases. In most of the districts, Algorithm 2 gave valid and accurate
results. For example, the Magdalena del Mar district has 48 as the
mean of casualties with Severity 3. Fig. 6(c) shows the CDF com-
parison for this district, and this plot indicates that Algorithm 2
works for this district because the difference between CDFs is
below 2 × 10−2 in all the domain. Similarly, the mean number of
casualties with Severity 3 in the Surquillo district is 23, and
Fig. 6(d) shows that the results from Algorithm 1 and 2 are almost
identical and that the difference between both CDFs is below
2 × 10−2. In general, it was found that when the mean value of
casualties was larger than 20, the results of Algorithm 2 were valid
and accurate.

Two-Sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test
Additionally, in order to verify the convergence of Algorithm 2, a
two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test was applied to the re-
sults of the 49 districts. The test is useful for detecting when two
sets of random variable realizations come from two nonidentical
distributions. The null hypothesis of this test is that the two samples
come from the same distribution (i.e., CLT holds and Algorithm 1
and 2 give same resulting distributions). The two-sample KS test
allows to verify if this null hypothesis holds or not (i.e., is rejected
or not). In order to perform this test, 10,000 realizations of casu-
alties with Severity 3 from Algorithm 1 were compared to 10,000
realizations of the distribution resulting from Algorithm 2. The

Fig. 6. Comparison of Algorithms 1 (A1) and 2 (A2) in four different districts: (a) San Juan de Lurigancho; (b) Santa Maria del Mar; (c) Magdalena
del Mar; and (d) Surquillo: CDF of number of casualties with Severity 3. The step plot in black is estimated from discretizing the CDF of Algorithm 2.
The step plots in other colors result from finding the empirical CDF using different numbers of realizations of Algorithm 1 (indicated in parentheses),
respectively.
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realizations of Algorithm 2 were drawn from the normal distribu-
tion and rounded so that the comparison was over a set of integer
numbers. Fig. 7 shows the p-values resulting from using this test
to compare the samples of both algorithms for each district.
The p-values are shown in blue horizontal bars, and at the right
of each bar, the name of the district is shown, accompanied by
the mean number of casualties with Severity 3 in the district in
parentheses. In this test, small p-values indicate that the samples
came from two different distributions (i.e., the null hypothesis is
rejected). In general, it can be seen that there is a positive corre-
lation between p-values and the mean number of casualties. For
a significance level of 10%, shown with a black discontinued line
in the graph, the null hypothesis is rejected for roughly half of the
districts (i.e., the p-value is smaller than this threshold). This means
that for this level of significance, the realizations of Algorithm 2
have a different distribution than Algorithm 1.

Most of the districts that belong to the rejected set had, indeed,
an expected value below 100, and 50% of them had less than 50.
This shows the positive correlation between the p-value and the
mean number of casualties. In the case of the nonrejected set,
the CDFs of the casualties with Severity 3 found with both algo-
rithms are almost identical from any practical viewpoint, even
though some had small mean casualties. For example, the Surquillo
district belongs to this set, and it was seen from Fig. 6(d) that
Algorithm 2 gave accurate results. Additionally, it was observed
that this test can incorrectly indicate that Algorithm 2 does not
work. For example, according to this test, the null hypothesis
was rejected for the Magdalena del Mar district. However, from

Fig. 6(c), it was observed that Algorithm 2 gave valid results.
Therefore, even though the two-sample KS test rejected the appli-
cability of Algorithm 2, close attention to the CDF comparison
should be paid in order to discard its use. In the case of all other health
states, CLT from Algorithm 2 works well because there are signifi-
cantly more people in those states than in casualties with Severity 3.

Accuracy under Other Conditions
The validation of the accuracy of Algorithm 2 in this section was
performed by assessing that IT jSa follows a normal distribution
when Sa equals the median Sa. However, when using Algorithm 2,
casualty distributions for different realizations of Sa need to be com-
bined. Small realizations of groundmotions Sa can take the casualty
levels to small numbers and affect the validity of Algorithm 2.
Though the validity of Algorithm 2 was not tested under different
values of Sa in this paper, the results from different districts
presented here indicate that Algorithm 2 canwork forSa realizations
that cause expected casualties larger than 20. Consequently, when
the distribution of aggregated casualties IT has a high probability
of being larger than 20, the use of Algorithm 2 is encouraged.
Otherwise, Algorithm 1 should be used.

Additionally, as mentioned previously, smaller earthquake sce-
narios, more resistant buildings, and smaller numbers of building
occupants could decrease the number of casualties and affect the
validity of Algorithm 2. Though these cases have not been tested
in this paper, the results presented here also suggest that Algorithm 2
can be valid for aggregated casualties that have a high probability of
being larger than 20; otherwise, Algorithm 1 should be used.

Fig. 7. The p-values of two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for samples from Algorithms 1 and 2 for each district. A significant level of 10% is
shown with a discontinued black line.
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Efficiency

Table 1 shows the computational running time (in seconds) of
Algorithm 1 in the second, third, and fourth columns, and of
Algorithm 2 in the fifth column for the four districts shown in
Fig. 6. This is the computational time used to estimate marginal
CDFs of all casualty severities conditioned on the ground motion
equal to its median values (Sa ¼ Sa). As expected for simple
Monte Carlo procedures, the computational time of Algorithm 1
grows roughly linearly with the number of realizations. It can
be seen that Algorithm 2 is significantly more efficient than
Algorithm 1. For 1,000 realizations of Algorithm 1, which were
roughly enough to reach stable CDF estimates according to Fig. 6,
the computational time was roughly 40 times longer than for
Algorithm 2 for the Magdalena del Mar and Surquillo districts,
and 20 times longer for the San Juan de Lurigancho district. In
Santa Maria del Mar, the least populated district, Algorithm 2 is
roughly 3.5 faster (compared to 1,000 realizations of Algorithm 1).
Therefore, the results indicate that in districts with large popula-
tions, Algorithm 2 achieves large efficiency, in addition to having
accurate results because larger numbers of casualties, and therefore
the validity of CLT, were found in more populated districts.

Conclusions and Recommendations

A novel probabilistic model to estimate multiseverity casualty
occurrence after earthquakes was presented in the paper. This casu-
alty estimation quantifies the increase in health care demand
after an earthquake over normal conditions, which is one of the
key components for understanding the earthquake resilience of
health care systems. The casualty model quantifies the joint distri-
bution of aggregated multiseverity casualty over a region; therefore,
it enables the estimation of confidence intervals of number casu-
alties and dependencies of casualty occurrence both over space
(e.g., over multiple communities or neighborhoods) and across
multiple casualty severities. This model extends the single-building
PBEE analysis to a multibuilding analysis by fully describing the
interdependencies of the buildings’ variables and developing the
formulation the PBEE integral in a regional context. The model
incorporated the regional probabilistic modeling of (1) ground mo-
tion intensities correlated over space and across different periods,
(2) damage states of buildings according to the current building
inventory of the region, and (3) multiseverity casualty occurrence
in damaged buildings. The general description of the model is
tailored to evaluate casualties occurring within buildings, but the
model can be relatively easily extended to estimate casualties
in other types of infrastructure by using their corresponding
fragility functions and casualty rates. Although current methods
(e.g., Hazus) focus on estimating the mean values of casualties, this
model advances these methods by providing the entire probability
distributions of casualties. Moreover, this model computes the joint

distribution of the multiseverity casualty occurrences; therefore, it
also advances other current methods that focus on only one type of
casualty (e.g., fatalities in PAGER).

Two numerical algorithms were proposed to solve the equations
of the casualty model. The analytical formulations and their math-
ematical proofs are included in this paper. Algorithm 1 is based on
the traditional Monte Carlo that always samples from the “true”
casualty distribution, and Algorithm 2 is based on a combination
of the traditional Monte Carlo and the use of the central limit theo-
rem. In the latter case, the estimated probability distribution of
casualties works when there is a sufficiently large number of casu-
alties, whereas the estimations of casualty means and covariances
work for any number of casualties. Algorithm 2 was proven to work
for analyzing casualties over a region (see Appendix I), but the
same procedure can be applied for assessing other earthquake
consequences such as economic losses when there is a similar
dependency structure to the one proposed in this model (Fig. 3).
The step-by-step procedure for implementing these algorithms is ex-
plained in detail in Ceferino et al. (2018), where the model is applied
to the City of Lima, Peru, subjected to a magnitude 8.8 earthquake.

The results of the application are used in this paper in order to
study the performance and efficiency of the two algorithms. Based
on this analysis, it is found that Algorithm 2 is computationally
more efficient than Algorithm 1 and can give comparable results.
The mean number of casualties and the two-sample Kolmogorov–
Smirnov goodness-of-fit test are good indicators of the validity of
Algorithm 2. In general, when the mean number of casualties was
over 20, Algorithm 2 gave accurate results (with errors below
2 × 10−2). Additionally, the two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
with a significance level of 10% also detected when Algorithm 2
gave accurate results. Algorithm 1 needed roughly 1,000 realiza-
tions to reach stable estimates of casualty distribution. The compu-
tational time required for obtaining the realizations and estimating
the probability distribution of the number of casualties condi-
tioned on the ground motion was several times larger than using
Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 was particularly faster for large-sized
populations (between 20 and 40 times faster than Algorithm 1).
Therefore, when the validity of the results of Algorithm 2 is cor-
roborated, its use is recommended.

Appendix I. Convergence of P�IT jSa� to Multivariate
Normal Distribution

In this section, it is proven that the distribution of P½IT jSa� con-
verges to a multivariate normal distribution under the conditional
dependencies shown in Fig. 3. First, the proof is given for one
element of IT : Ifatality, the total number of fatalities in the region,
then extended to all other elements of IT . The value of Ifatality is the
sum of fatalities in all buildings.

On one hand, the fatalities Ifatality;ðj;kÞ in different buildings are
mutually independent given Sa due to the conditional independen-
cies in Fig. 3. Then, IfatalityjSa is the sum of independent random
variables: fatality occurrences Ifatality;ðj;kÞjSaj;k in each building. On
the other hand, the probability distribution of Ifatality;ðj;kÞjSaj;k varies
across buildings because the buildings have different numbers of
occupants, structural behavior, fatality rates, and spectral acceler-
ation values. Therefore, IfatalityjSa is resultant of a sum of indepen-
dent, nonidentical random variables.

The central limit theorem cannot be directly applied here be-
cause it requires a sum of independent, identical random variables.
Lyapunov, however, relaxed the CLT conditions (Billindsley 1995)
and stated that CLT holds for the sum of independent, nonidentical
random variables under the following conditions:

Table 1. Computational time for casualty estimation using both algorithms
in different districts

Districts

Computational running time (s)

A1 (100) A1 (1000) A1 (1000) A2

Santa Maria del Mar 1.09 3.50 18.93 0.94
Magdalena del Mar 2.36 21.70 210.87 0.49
Surquillo 2.96 27.46 266.95 0.60
San Juan de Lurigancho 44.09 341.85 3184.13 16.27

Note: A1 = Algorithm 1 (number of samples in parenthesis); and A2 =
Algorithm 2.
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Given a set of independent random variables X1;X2; : : : ;Xn
with mean E½Xi� equal to 0 and variance equal to σ2

i for each
Xi, then Tn, the sum of all the random variable set (

P
n
i¼1 Xi), con-

verges to a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance sn calcu-
lated as in Eq. (25) provided that the condition in Eq. (26) holds

sn ¼
Xn
i¼1

σ2
i ð25Þ

there exists δ such that
1

s2þδ
n

Xn
i¼1

E½jXijδþ2� → 0 as n → ∞ ð26Þ

In order to prove that Lyapunov’s condition holds in our case, let
Xi be defined as in Eq. (27) for each building j, k. In total, there will
be as many Xis as number of buildings in the region. Therefore,
E½Xi� equals 0. The variable nmax represents the maximum number
of occupants in all buildings; therefore, −1 ≤ Xi ≤ 1

Xi ¼
Ifatality;ðj;kÞ − μIfatality;ðj;kÞjSaj;k

nmax
ð27Þ

Given that −1 ≤ Xi ≤ 1, it follows that jXij2þδ ≤ jXij2. There-
fore, the inequality presented in Eq. (28) holds. Using this result,
the inequality in Eq. (29) holds, and therefore, Lyapunov’s condi-
tion is satisfied because sn grows to ∞ as n grows to ∞

E½jXij2þδ� ≤ E½jXij2� ð28Þ

1

s2þδ

Xn
i¼1

E½jXijδþ2� ≤ 1

s2þδ

Xn
i¼1

E½jXij2� ¼
s2n
s2þδ
n

¼ 1

sδn
ð29Þ

Then, Tn converges to a normal distribution when the number
of fatalities is sufficiently large. Finally, Ifatality is a linear function
of Tn [Eq. (30)]; therefore, Ifatality will also converge to a normal
distribution

Ifatality ¼ Tnnmax þ
XN typ

k¼1

XNk

j¼1

μIfatality;ðj;kÞ ∼N ðμIfatality ; σ
2
Ifatality

Þ ð30Þ

Notice that for this proof, the trick was to define an Xi with
mean zero by scaling the expression by nmax so that −1 ≤ Xi ≤ 1.
Therefore, the same methodology can be applied to all the other
casualty severities in order to prove that their marginals converge
to normal distributions. Similarly, the methodology can be applied
to any linear combination of casualties because it is possible to
define a maximum bound on the absolute value of the linear
combination and set −1 ≤ Xi ≤ 1. Therefore, according to the
Cramér–Wold theorem, the joint distribution of the multiseverity
casualties IT jSa converges to a multivariate normal distribution.

Last, the same methodology can be applied to any other non-
infinite variable (i.e., a variable that has an upper limit): building
economic losses, for example. Then, the distribution of aggregated
results conditioned on the spectral accelerations will converge to a
normal distribution if similar conditional dependence structures
(Fig. 3) are adopted.

Appendix II. Mean and Covariance of IT jSa
The expected value of IT jSa can be calculated as the sum of all the
means over all the buildings as in Eq. (31a). Due to the conditional
independence configuration of the model, μIj;kjSa equals μIj;kjSaj;k ,
therefore, Eq. (31a) can be rewritten into Eq. (31b)

μIT jSa ¼
XNtyp

k¼1

XNk

j¼1

μIj;kjSa ð31aÞ

μIT jSa ¼
XNtyp

k¼1

XNk

j¼1

μIj;kSaj;k ð31bÞ

The mean health state vector μIj;kjSaj;k can be calculated
using the theorem of total probability as in Eq. (32a). The sum
is done over the distribution of DSj;kjSaj;k as in Eq. (13a).
μIj;kjDSj;k

is evaluated for the multinomial distribution using the
notation in Eq. (13b). Using the notation of Eq. (16), μIj;kjSaj;k is
finally rewritten in Eq. (32c)

μIj;kjSaj;k ¼ E½μIj;kjDSj;k
� ð32aÞ

μIj;kjSaj;k ¼
XNDS

u¼1

μIj;kjðDSj;k¼dsuÞ × P½DSj;k ¼ dsujSaj;k� ð32bÞ

μIj;kjSaj;k ¼
XNDS

u¼1

nj;k × rdsu;k × pdsu;ðj;kÞ ð32cÞ

The covariance matrix of IT jSa can be calculated as the sum of
all the covariances over all the buildings as in Eq. (33a) because IT
is a sum of independent occurrences in each building given Sa.
Additionally, due to these conditional dependencies, ΣIj;kjSa equals
ΣIj;kjSaj;k ; therefore, Eq. (33a) can be rewritten into Eq. (33b)

ΣIT jSa ¼
XNtyp

k¼1

XNk

j¼1

ΣIj;kjSa ð33aÞ

ΣIT jSa ¼
XNtyp

k¼1

XNk

j¼1

ΣIj;kjSaj;k ð33bÞ

The covariance of the health states ΣIj;kjSaj;k for the building j, k
can be calculated using the theorem of total covariance as in
Eq. (34a). The sum is done over the distribution of DSj;kjSaj;k
as in Eq. (13a). P½DSj;kjSaj;k� is evaluated from Eq. (13a). This
equation is rewritten in Eq. (32b) using the notation in Eq. (13b)
for μIj;kjDSj;k and ΣIj;kjDSj;k . Using the notation of Eq. (16), ΣIj;kjSaj;k
is finally rewritten in Eq. (34c)

ΣIj;kjSaj;k ¼ E½ΣIj;kjDSj;k � þCov½μIj;kjDSj;k � ð34aÞ

ΣIj;kjSaj;k ¼
XNDS

u¼1

ΣIj;kjðDSj;k¼dsuÞ × P½DSj;k ¼ dsujSaj;k�

þ
XNDS

u¼1

½μIj;kjDSj;k¼dsu � × ½μIj;kjDSj;k¼dsu �T

× P½DSj;k ¼ dsujSaj;k� − ½μIj;kjSaj;k � × ½μIj;kjSaj;k �T
ð34bÞ

ΣIj;kjSaj;k ¼
XNDS

u¼1

nj;k × fdiagðrdsu;kÞ − rdsu ;kr
T
dsu;k

g × pdsu;ðj;kÞ

þ
XNDS

u¼1

ðnj;k × rdsu;kÞ × ðnj;k × rdsu;kÞTpdsu ;ðj;kÞ

− ðμIj;kjSaj;kÞ × ðμIj;kjSaj;kÞT ð34cÞ
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Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:
DS = vector (1 × NT ) with all damage states for buildings;

DSj;k = categorical damage state of building j, k;
I = matrix (NHS × NT ) with number of occupants in each

health state of each building;
Ij;k = vector (NHS × 1) with number of occupants in each

health state in building j, k;
IT = vector (NHS × 1) with total number of people in each

health state in whole region;
j, k = index representing ID of jth building of kth

typology;
k = index representing building structural typology;

NHS = number of health state categories;
Nk = number of buildings with structural typology k;
NT = total number of buildings in region;
Ntyp = number of different structural typologies;
NDS = number of possible damage state categories of

buildings;
nj;k = number of occupants of building j, k at time of

earthquake event;
Rj;k = distance from building j, k’s location to earthquake

rupture;
Sa = vector (1 × NT) with all spectral accelerations Saj;k

for buildings;
Saj;k = spectral acceleration at location of building j, k for

period Tk of typology k; and
Vs30j;k = shear wave velocity at location of building j, k.
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